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Some of the best advice you can get when you start translating into English or Spanish is to translate words for meaning rather than translate them. Sometimes what you want to translate will be so simple that there is not much difference between the two approaches. But most of the time, beware of what someone says - not just the words the person uses - communicating the idea that someone is trying to
cross will pay off by doing a better job. When translating from one language to another, aim to convey meaning instead of translating individual words. Literary translations often fall short, because they without accounting for the context and nuances of meaning. There is usually no single best translation, so two translators may see legal differences in their choice of words. An example of an approach you
can take in translation can be seen in the answer to a question that a reader raised via email about an article that appears on this site: When translating from one language to another, how do you decide which word to use? I'm asking because I saw you turning the lams in bold recently, but when I look up that word in the dictionary, it's not one of the words listed. Question phrase ¿La fórmula revolucionaria
para obtener pestañas llamativas refers to my translation? Revolutionary formula to get thick eyelashes as (taken advertising of maybelline mascara in Spanish)? The author was correctly used to give dictionaries thick as a possible translation, but bold is at least closer to the concept of the dictionary definition used in my first draft: Then thick or even llamativo is not close to any standard. Before discussing
this word, let me explain the various philosophies of translation. In general, it can be said that there are two extreme approaches that can be translated from one language to another. The first is in search of a true translation, sometimes known as official equivalence, in which an attempt is made to translate using words that correspond as much as possible in two languages, allowing for grammatical
differences, of course, but without great importance to the content. A second extreme paraphrasing is sometimes called free or loose translation. A problem with the first approach, literary translations can be strange. For example, to get spanish obtener may seem more precise to translate, but most of the time it will only do well to get and sounds less assertive. An obvious problem with paraphrasing is that
the translator may not communicate the intentions of the correct speaker, especially language sensitivity is required. So most of the best translations, sometimes take a middle path known as dynamic equivalence - trying to convey thought and intent behind the original as close as possible, veering Literary where necessary to do so. In the sentence that leads to the reader's question, the adjective lamativo
has no exact equivalent in English. Derived from the verb Llamar (sometimes known as searching), it refers to something that draws attention to itself in such a broad sense. Dictionaries often provide translations such as gaudy, flashy, brightly colored, flashy and noisy (such as a loud shirt). However, some of these translations have some negative connotations - something is definitely not intended by
advertising writers. Others do not work well to describe eyelashes. My first translation was a paraphrase; The lashes of mascara are designed to look thick and therefore more pronounced, so they went with thick. After all, it's a common way to describe the lashes maybelline customers would want in English. But come to think of it, this translation seemed inadequate. This mascara, pointing out another part
of the ad, not only makes the eyelash look thick, but also long and exageradas or exaggerated. I accepted alternative ways of expressing lamativas, but it seemed a little too weak for an attractive ad, it looked very formal in advanced, and the attention-taking seemed to convey thought behind the Spanish word in this context but it didn't seem quite right for an ad. And I said brave. It seemed to me to do a
good job of stating the purpose of the product, and it is also a short word with a positive explanation that an advertisement can also work. (If I wanted to go for an extremely loose comment, what is the secret that people with eyelashes will notice that I may have edged?) A different translator may have used a very good different word, and there may be words that will work very well. In fact, another reader
suggested stunning - a great choice. But translation is often more art than science, and that can include judgment and creativity as much as knowing the right words. MemoMaster 3.5 software with a list of application features from JBSoftware from Heaven and purgatory fall into this very large category. MemoMaster (free) is basically a free-form text database, such as TreePad Lite, AskSam, and others,
with a wide list of additional functionality. These extras include an Excel-compatible spreadsheet, the ability to create fillable forms, the ability to import/export Word and Excel files, and very rich formatting. Most of these features work. First, a few warnings. It is the shareware version that has many features enabled to go after 30 days when you go to the free version of the downloadable file. It has a special
version with the same set of features as the free version, but it costs $19 and removes a nag screen from the window. Then there are small office and corporate versions that offer more and more features at increasingly high prices. Unfortunately, most of them really features require at least the small version of Office; When the 30-day trial period expires, the feature set collapses significantly. At this 30-day
mark, the Calculation field -- actually a spreadsheet note -- loses the ability to calculate and becomes a large grid where you can type numbers. You cannot create templates. You can't even drag drag and drop items to rearrange them (but you can move them to folders through menu selections). MemoMaster's shareware feature set is impressive, but also a bit interesting. Microsoft Word import does not
handle some types of excellent formatting, but no obvious data loss is observed. The Calc page has a very rich set of functions, but if you enter a formula incorrectly, it does not warn you or allow you to re-enter it; deletes the cell with no error messages or warnings. Write a long formula and drop a listing and you're back to rewriting. There's a slight stagnation in interface sensitivity. Once, when I created a
new note, I received an Invalid Partition Number error that required me to reject the error dialog box five times in a row; however, it could not replicate the sequence that led to this error. On the positive side, and there are a lot of positives, MemoMaster has quite a few features to add information to your information - icon labels and background colors, for example. However, many other features, such as
notes, formatted tables, and links between detailed search results, are available only in commercial releases. MemoMaster doesn't take the chance to remind you of this, as non-functional features appear to be available until you try to use them. They didn't even have the flu; you really need to try using a feature to find out if you have access. MemoMaster 3.5 is a program I really want like, but the free
version is very feature-sparse for my needs, and the functionality of the shareware version makes me hesitant to pay for my experience with quirkiness from time to time. While there seems to be a very good place of ideas here, we recommend that you try downloading. Even if the free version doesn't have what you need, it can prove to you that one of the paid versions did.-- Ian Harac Note: When you buy
something after clicking on the links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, read our affiliate link policy. In technical terms, there are two words of cognates of a common origin. Most often, cognates have a common etymology or background words in two languages, and similar or the same. For example, the English kiosk and the Spanish word quiosco cognates because both
come from the Turkish word kosk. The Turkish word is also a bilinger of English and Spanish words. One of the best things about learning Spanish from English is that about 1,000 common words are biliander. In addition to the advantage of using the same alphabet, you can also learn the meaning of many words effectively without trying it. Examples of bilingering includes azure and azul, committee and
comité, and telephone and teléfono. Flour cognac is a Spanish cognate. Other terms sometimes used are palabra afín, palabra relacionada and palabra konyada. How Spanish-English cognates can be categorized into part of each language. Some words fit multiple categories. Words from Latin: Most cognates are of this kind, and most such words were in English with French. Examples: school/escuela,
gravity/gravebaba, responsible/responsible. Words from Greek: Many of these words came in Latin to both languages. Examples: drama/drama, planet/planet, charisma/charisma. Words of origin in other languages: Many words in this category are foods, animals and other natural phenomena. Examples: hurricane/huracán (Arawak), kiwi/kiwi (Maori), tea/té (in Chinese). English words accepted from
Spanish: Many of these words entered English under the influence of the Spanish conquest of the Americas and/or Mexican culture in the United States. Examples: canyon/cañon, plaza/plaza, salsa/salsa. Spanish words accepted from English: Most of the words transferred to Spanish these days come from English and include words related to technology and pop culture. gigabytes/gigabytes, jeans/jeans,
Internet/internet. Cognates often have a similar meaning, but in some cases, its meaning can change in one language or over other centuries. An example of such a change in the English word arena, often referring to a sports facility and the Spanish arena, which means sand. Both words come from the Latin word harena, which means sand, both of which can express an area of a Roman amphitheaian
covered in sand. Spanish sand has maintained its meaning and also uses words to resort to a sports arena. English only borrows the word as a facility like a Roman amphitheatre in the Latin meaning arena. English already had a word for sand and the arena is not a cognate. False coking is words that people often believe are related, but which reveal that linguistic examination is irrelevant and has no
common origin. Another term for this is the wrong friend. Examples of fake friends are the Spanish word for soup, the word stick, and the English word for soap. Both are similar, but they are not related. In Spanish, the word soap is jabón. Other examples of false cognging are much of the English word and mucho in the Spanish word, both look similar and have a similar meaning but are not cognates as
they have developed from different roots, very early Germen and Latin mucho. The word parar, which means to stand in Spanish, and the English word pare, and the word cropping, which means trimming, are also incorrect internations. There are many words of cognates in English and Spanish. If you see a word, make you remember an English word. You understand what that means. But it may make
you think it means something. There are trap words, but in fact, it doesn't mean what it sounds like. Doesn't. The following is a list of common false cognates to help you navigate past traps. The Use of Spanish Word Meaning in a Sentence verb actually means that it is currently instead. Actualmente el presidente de Estados Unidos es Donald Trump. Contestar means responding instead of competing. Voy
is a contestar el teléfono. Constipado Someone who is constipable has a cold and is not necessarily constipation. Esta constipation. Embarazada Someone with this situation is pregnant, but she doesn't have to be embarrassed. Mi hermana está embarazada. The most absoluto definitely means not at all. No, I'm gustan los perros en absoluto. Minorista means a name or adjective for a retailer instead of
someone in the minority. Macy's es una tienda minorista. Molestar This is a word that means to disturb or disturb, necessarily in a sexual way, unless the context is indicated otherwise. No molestes a water hermano. Realism This means being complete rather than a real or real mental movement. Yo realicé mi sueño de ser abogado. Tuna A tuna is an atún; This word means a kind of prickly cactus. Quiero
beber jugo de tuna. Tuna.
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